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Abstract 
This paper considers the existence of finite equational axiomatisations of behavioural equiv- 
alences over a calculus of finite state pTOCCSSeS. To express even simple properties uch as 
pxE = p~!?[E/x] some notation for substitutions is required. Accordingly, the calculus is em- 
bedded in a simply typed lambda calculus, allowing such schemas to be expressed as equations 
between terms containing first order variables. A notion of first order trace congruence over such 
terms is introduced and used to show that no finite set of such equations is sound and complete 
for any reasonable equivalence finer than trace equivalence. The intermediate results are then 
applied to give two nonaxiomatisability results over calculi of regular expressions. 
Keywords: Nonaxiomatisability; Equational ogic; Process algebra; Regular expressions; 
Behavioural equivalences 
AMSI classification: 03CO5; 68410; 68Q45; 68455; 68Q68; 68470 
1. Introduction 
Nondeterministic finite state machines are, in their various formalisations, the basis 
for models or specifications of many computational phenomena. A common formali- 
sation is the labelled transition system, consisting of a (finite) set equipped with an 
indexed family of binary relations over it. Typically, the set is thought of as the possible 
states that a modelled system may be in, with the relations as the allowable changes of 
state. In applications it is often desirable to identify labelled transition systems that are 
in some sense behaviourally equivalent. Among the notions of behavioural equivalence 
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that have been proposed are the trace equivalence of Hoare [ 151 and the bisimula- 
tion equivalence of Park [23]. A survey of these and other notions, differing in their 
treatment of nondeterministic choice and termination, has been given by van Glabbeek 
[30]. Given the additional structure of a termination predicate on states one can also 
define the language equivalence of Kleene [ 161. 
Direct presentations of labelled transition systems as sets and relations are awkward 
to work with. Accordingly, syntactic forms have been introduced to represent them, 
including a variety of process calculi and regular expressions. We will largely be 
concerned with a simple syntax, the p-expressions of Milner [19], with zero, prefix, 
summation and a binding operator for recursion. 
Definition 1. The p-expressions are those of the grammar 
E::=OlxlaEIE+EIpxE 
where x and a are drawn from countably infinite sets V and Act of variables and 
actions and p is a binding operator. We adopt standard notions of free and bound 
variables and substitution and work up to alpha conversion. The scope of a binder is 
generally as far to the right as possible. Sum is taken to have lower precedence than 
prefix so aE + F is (aE) + (F). For n > 1 we define a’+‘E = aa”E and a’E =aE. 
There is an extensive literature concerned with the axiomatisation of behavioural 
equivalences over the p-expressions (and other simple process calculi), with several 
motivations. The most obvious is that any sound system may be useful for human or 
machine manipulation of terms, particularly but not necessarily if it is complete. This 
must be qualified by the existence of efficient decision procedures over finite labelled 
transition systems. Completeness results also permit a comparison of different equiv- 
alences and with the alternative view that takes a set of axioms as primary. For this 
paper a more important motivation is that axiomatisability results (and especially the 
proofs of completeness or nonexistence) shed light on the nature of the equivalences 
involved and on the expressiveness of the calculus as compared with the expressive- 
ness of the metalanguage of axioms. It is obviously desirable to have completeness 
results using as weak (and nonexistence results using as strong) a metalanguage as 
possible. 
A number of complete systems have been given that contain an impure Horn clause 
expressing the fact that certain equations have unique solutions (together with a finite 
set of equational axioms). The first seems to be that for language equivalence of 
*-expressions by Salomaa [26]. For p-expressions there are complete systems for bisim- 
ulation [ 191, weak bisimulation congruence [20], branching bisimulation congruence 
[31], divergence bisimulation [32] and trace congruence [24]. The system of Milner 
for bisimulation [19] is typical, using the implication 
E = F[E/x] Ax guarded in F + E = pxF 
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where x is guarded in F if every free occurrence of x in F is contained in a subexpres- 
sion aG. The use of this auxiliary predicate was shown to be unnecessary by Bloom 
and I&k, who give in [8] a finite pure Horn clause system for bisimulation using the 
‘GA implication’: 
pzE[zz/xy] = pzF[zz/xy] -+ pzE[zz/xy] = pxF[p,vE/y] 
in which it is assumed that z is not free in E or F. 
In this paper we confirm the intuition that the use of an implication is essential, 
showing that there is no finite equational axiomatisation for any of a wide class of 
equivalences over p-expressions. 
To state the result a precise definition of the equational axiomatisations under con- 
sideration is required, preferably as permissive as possible. For a syntax with variable 
binding, such as the p-expressions, there does not seem to be a canonical definition. 
To equationally express anything of interest about fixed points, such as the simple 
properties below, some notation for substitution is required. 
pxE = pxE[E/x] 
yxE = E[pxE/x] 
~x-W’/xl = EbxW/xl/xl 
Instead of considering axioms containing substitutions explicitly we will embed the 
@-expressions in a simply typed lambda calculus and work up to Pr equality. Axioms 
such as the above can be written as equations containing variables of higher type 
rather than as equation schemes, with substitution appearing only in the rules defining 
& equality. This simplifies the technical development and also gives added significance 
to some of the intermediate results as the terms of higher type can be viewed as a 
fragment of a higher order process calculus (such as the higher order rt calculus of 
Sangiorgi [27]). 
The main theorem, stated in Section 2 and proved in Sections 3 and 4, asserts the 
nonexistence of finite axiomatisations containing at most first order variables. These 
axiomatisations may contain (the embeddings of) equation schemes such as those 
above. 
The results of Sections 3 and 4 can be applied to give a range of non-finite-axiomatis- 
ability results over finite state processes expressed with iteration instead of explicit 
recursion, as regular expressions of various kinds. This is done in Section 5. 
An overview of some of the literature and a discussion of possible generalizations 
are contained in Section 6. 
This work is a development of that presented in [28, 291. It differs primarily in 
the main result has been generalized to all reasonable equivalences finer than trace 
equivalence, rather than only those finer than bisimulation. 
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2. Basic definitions 
This section contains the basic definitions required for a statement of the main non- 
axiomatisability theorem. We first define trace equivalence and bisimulation over the 
closed p-expressions, via a definition of the labelled transition system denoted by a 
,u-expression. 
Definition 2. The relations 5 1 a tact are the least over the p-expressions such that 
Ea.E’ F&F’ EAE’ 
aE%E E+FAE’ E+FAF’ DYE A JWPYEIYI 
The rule for ,D differs from the more usual 
E[PYE/YI 5 E’ 
pyE -% E’ 
but is slightly more convenient. It is straightforward to check that (in the absence of 
parallel composition) it is equipotent. 
Among the finest of behavioural equivalences is bisimulation, at the top of the 
linear-branching time hierarchy of van Glabbeek [30]. It takes full account of the 
nondetexministic branching structure of the transition relations. 
Definition 3. Bisimulation, written N, is the largest relation over the closed p- 
expressions such that if E - F then for all a E Act 
l IfE%E’ then 3F’.F-%F’AE’-F’. 
l IfFAF’then 3E’.E”E’AE’-F’. 
At the bottom of the linear-branching time hierarchy are various forms of trace or 
language equivalence. 
Definition 4. The trace set of a closed p-expression E is the subset of Act* containing 
~1 . ..a. if there exists El,. . . , E,,, such that E 3 El . . . % Em. Two expressions are 
trace equivalent, written E =tTE’, if they have the same trace sets. 
Our interest in the p-expressions, as opposed to the regular expressions, is partly due 
to the expressiveness results of Milner [19]. It is shown there that the p-expressions 
suffice to express all finite labelled transition systems up to bisimulation (and hence 
up to all coarser equivalences) but that the regular expressions do not. 
2.1, Lambda calculus 
We now embed the p-expressions into a simply typed lambda calculus, in which 
interesting equations can be expressed. We take a single base type P and a set Con 
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x : 0 E Var c:oECon 
var cst 
x:cJ c:cJ. 
x:u MIT 
(Ax:a.M):cJ+z -+htro 
M:a--tz N:cr 
MN : T + Elim 
Fig. 1. Lambda terms. 
M:fJ M=N:u 
M=M:a r ef N=&f:flSYrn 
L=M:a M=N:o 
tran 
L=N:o 
M:z x:a y:o y$fv(M) 
~x:a.M=i,y:cJ.M[y/x]:a+za 
M=N:z x:u M=M’:a+z N=N’:o 
(~x:a.M)=(,lx:a.N):a+z 
4- 
MN=M’N’:z p 
MX N:a x:o 
(nx: o.M)N =M[N/x]: zp 
M:(T-+T X:G x@fv(M) 
~x:o.(Mx)=M:a+z ’ 
Fig. 2. @J equality. 
of constants, ranged over by c, as follows. 
0:P 
a:P--tP for each aEAct 
+:P+P-+P 
jix:(P+P)+P 
We take a set Var of variables equipped with an assignment of types, with a countable 
infinity of variables mapped onto each type and {x 1 x : P E Var} = V. The typed terms 
are given by the rules in Fig. 1. The free variables h(M) of a typed term M are as 
usual. A typed equation M = N : r~ consists of a type and a pair of terms such that 
M: o- and N: (r. Typed /Iv equality is given by the rules in Fig. 2. If d is a set of 
typed equations we write Q t-M = N : CJ if M = N : (T is derivable in the system for /%I 
equality augmented with the rule 
(M=N:a)e&’ 
M=N:g ax’ 
We will work up to j3~ equality, using abstraction to allow parameterised equations. 
This is in contrast to taking B-reduction to be of comparable computational inter- 
est to the labelled transitions, e.g. in the work of Nielson [22]. Some candidate 
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axioms (corresponding to the axiom schemes given earlier) are below, taking vari- 
ables x:P, y:P, e:P-+P, f :P+P and z:P+P+P-+P-+P. 
fixe=jxIn:P.e(ex):P 
jixe=e(jixe):P 
$x ;Ix : P . e(fx) = e(Jix Ix : P . f(e(x))) : P 
~x~x:P.zxxxx=~x~x:P.zxx(fix~y:P.zxyxy)(~xly:P.zxyxy): P 
These equations only contain variables of base or first order types. The proof of the 
main theorem will depend strongly upon a restriction to such equations. To state this 
restriction precisely we define the order of a type as usual: 
order(P) = 0 
order( 0 + 2) = max{ 1 + order( o ), order(z)} 
and take the order of a set d of typed equations to be the least upper bound (in the 
integers extended with limit points -03, +oo) of the orders of the types of variables 
occurring (free or bound) in 8. If m>O we write T” for the set of alpha-equivalence 
classes of terms E in long & normal form such that E: P and order (h(E)) s m. 
There is an evident bijection between the closed p-expressions and the terms in To, 
with for example 
~xaO+xtr$x~x:P.+(aO)(x). 
Any equivalence 21 over closed yexpressions thus induces an equivalence over To. If 
6’ is a set of typed equations then 6 is sound for N if 
VE,FET’&E=F:P + E=F 
and complete for N if 
VE,FET’.&E=F:P G E-F. 
The main theorem can now be stated. 
Theorem 5. Zf N is an equivalence over the closed ,a-expressions that is finer than 
(or identical to) trace equivalence and for some a E Act and all n > 1 satisjes 
px ax N p.x a’x 
then there is no finite set of typed equations of order 1 that is sound and complete 
.for N. 
3. First order traces 
The proof of Theorem 5 rests on the fact that an equation that is sound for trace 
equivalence can only affect the lengths of recursive loops in a rather constrained way. 
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For example, repeated use of the equation scheme px E = pxE[E/x] can change the 
length of a loop only by factors of 2, e.g. for any n 3 1 it can derive the ‘internal’ 
unfolding 
px a”x = px a2mnx 
for any m 2 0 but not 
px a”x = px ap”x 
for any prime p > 2. We show that for any finite set of sound equations there is some 
bound corresponding to this ‘2’. 
We first note that any first order set of typed equations can, without loss of generality, 
be taken to consist of equations of the form E = F : P where E and F are in T2. In this 
section we characterise the first order equations that are sound for trace equivalence. 
We give an extended labelled transition system over T2 (traces were initially only 
defined over To) and hence an extended notion of trace congruence =t over T2. After 
showing some basic properties of the extended transition system we show that E = F : P 
is sound iff E =t F. In Section 4 we define the ‘loops’ of a term in T2 and show that 
they are, in a certain sense, preserved by reasoning from any finite first order set of 
sound equations. Theorem 5 then follows immediately. 
Notation 6. We let E,F, G,A range over T2, m range over the natural numbers, 
n, p, q range over the non-zero natural numbers. For n 3 1, the type P” is defined by 
P’ = P and P*+’ = P 4 P”. We let w,x, y range over variables of type P and z range 
over variables of type Pm+’ or Pnil. We assume that all expressions are reduced to 
long /?r normal form. The terms in T2 can be described explicitly as those of the 
grammar 
E::=OlaEIE+Flfix,Ix:P.ElzE,...E, 
where aEAct, x:P, m>,O and z:Pmi’. We write + injix and i? for El . E,. 
In order to extend the labelled transition system semantics of closed p-expressions 
to T2 two new cases must be considered - x where x : P and zi? where z : P”+’ for 
some n > 1. The former can be dealt with using a judgment E Dx, pronounced ‘E sees 
x’, as in the definition of bisimulation of open p-expressions of Milner [ 191. For the 
latter we introduce new labelled transitions as below, with labels that are pairs of a 
variable z and an i E 1.. n. The pair (z, i) will usually be written zi. 
Definition 7. We take labels Labd~fActN{zi13n31.z:P”+1AiE1..n}. We let u 
range over Act and u range over Lab. We define binary relations 5 for u E Lab 
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and D over T2 as the least such that 
z:P”+’ iEl..n - 
aE&E 
EDE 
zZ$Ei 
E&E’ EDE’ 
E+F%E’ 
and sym. 
E+FDE’ 
and sym. 
E&E’ EDE’ 
fix Ax : P . E It-, E’[jix Ax : P.E/x] jixAx:P.EDE’[$xAx:P.E/x] 
These relations satisfy the following basic properties. 
Lemma 8. For all E, F, G E T2, x, y : P, z : Pni’ and substitutions p: 
(1) If E&F and 4zcdom(p), i.u=zi then Ep AFp. 
(2) IfEDF then EpDFp. 
(3 ) If E [F/x] 5 G then either E D x A F AG or ~E’.EAE’A E’[F/x]=G. 
(4) lf E[F/x] D G then either E D x A F D G or 3E’. E DE’ A E’[FJx] = G. 
(5) If EDFAG then E&G. 
(6) IfEDFDG then EDG. 
(7) If E -% F then fv(F) L fv(E). 
(8) ZfEDF then fv(F)Cfv(E). 
(9) rf E[F/x] D y then either ED y#x or E Dx A F D y. 
(10) If EAF then jE.EDzEAEi=F. 
Proof. Straightforward inductions on the derivations of the judgements. Cl 
Notation 9. If S is a set we write S’ and Sf for the sets of sequences and non-empty 
sequences over S. We write the empty sequence as E and sequence concatenation with 
juxtaposition, or occasionally with _ . _. We let h, k, I, t range over Lab* and write 
1” for the n-ary concatenation I., . 1. If R is a binary relation we write its transitive 
closure as R+ and its reflexive transitive closure as R’. We write --f for lJuELab A. 
If I = 2.41 . . . u, we write L for the relational composition % . . . 3, 
Definition 10. The trace set and extended trace set of an E E T2 are the subsets of 
Lab* and Lab* x {x 1 x : P E Var} 
tr(E) dgf {I I3F.E L F}, et(E) dAf (1,x 1 3F. E A F D x}. 
Two members E, F of T2 are trace congruent, written E =t F, if they have the same 
traces and extended traces. 
Lemma 11. Trace equivalence (=*) of closed p-expressions coincides with trace con- 
gruence (=t) ouer To. 
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Proof. The relations -% for a E Act over the closed p-expressions and To agree and 
the relations 5 restricted to To x T2 are empty. Moreover for E E To and x: P it is 
clear that l(E D x). q 
Elements of T2 are finite state in the following sense. 
Lemma 12. For any E the set {F j E d* F} isjinite. We write jE1 j&r the .rize qf 
this set. 
Proof. Letting der(E) kf {F 1 E ++ F} it is straightforward to show the following. 
der(0) = ( } 
der(aE) = {E} U der(E) 
der(E + F) = der(E) U der(F) 
der(zE)= U ({Ej}Uder(Ei)) for z:Pm+’ and ma0 
der(,fix i,x : P E) = { F[jx ix : P . E/x] 1 F E der( E)} 
(The only interesting case is the inclusion C for the $x Ax : P E case, which follows 
from Lemma 8, part 3.) The result follows by induction on E. 3 
Lemma 13. [fE =tF then fv(E)=fv(F). 
Proof. This follows from the observations .x : P E fv(E) =+ 31. E A D x and z : P”.“’ t 
fv(E) + Il. E L%, which can be shown by induction on E. 0 
The remainder of this section is devoted to showing that =t is in fact a congruence 
and moreover is that induced by =tr. We first show a sequence of technical results 
relating the transition system and substitution, Lemma 155Corollary 28 (which are 
perhaps best skimmed on a first reading). We then give characterisations of the trace 
sets and extended trace sets of compound expressions and hence show that =t is 
a congruence. Finally, by constructing a discriminating substitution, we show that if 
E = F : P is sound for =tr then E =t F. 
For the rest of this section we let p range over substitutions such that, for m 3 0 and 
z : Pm+’ E dam(p), p(z) is AxI : P.. . i..r, : P .H, for some HZ E T’. 
Definition 14. 
lab(p) dz {zi / 3n 3 1 .z :Pn+’ E dam(p) A i E 1 ..n} 
null(p) def {zi ( 3n 3 1 . z :Pn+l Edom(p)AiE i..n~H, Dxl} 
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We first characterise the transitions of a substituted term, generalising Lemma 8 
part 3 to substitutions at first order types. 
Lemma 15. Zf Ep -% A then 3j E null(p)* such that one of the following holds: 
(1) 3F.E LAFAA=FpAu@lab(p), 
(2) 3F,z,~,H,m~0.E~FDz~Az:Pm+’ E dam(p) A Hz 4 H A A = H[Fp/x’]. 
Proof. We show the result for p such that dam(p) n fv(ran(p)) = { }, allowing the 
substitution and /? reduction to be performed incrementally. 
Definition 16. For u E Lab let -% p C T2 x T* be the least relation such that 
(1) EAFAu$lab(p)+E-!!+,F 
(2) E D z~+Az :Pm+’ E dom(p)Ap(z)x’ -% HAlnfv(ran(p)) = { } + E zp H[F/?] 
(3) E A-% ,, F A U’ E null(p) + E sp F 
Definition 17. Let the relation ----+,Q) c T* x T* be the least relation such that 
(1) For any z:Pm+’ E dam(p) we have zi? -pep) p(z),!? 
(2) If E -B(P) F and w:P@dom(p) then fix J.w:P.E -bcp) fix 1w:P.F 
(3) For any n> 1, variable or constant c: P”+’ and j E l..n, if Ej --+pcp) Ej and 
YiEl..n.i#j+Ei=El then~~+p(~~cf?'. 
This is related to fin equality by the following. 
Lemma 18. For all E there is some F such that E ---+;CpI F and fv(F)ndom(p) = { }. 
Proof. One can show that otherwise Ep has an infinite sequence of /I reductions. 0 
Lemma 19. If E ---+~(,,) F then Ep = Fp. 
Proof. By induction on E -,Q) F. Cl 
Lemma 20. Zf E -asp F then E sp-;Cp) F. 
Proof. By induction on derivations of -po,). 0 
Proof of Lemma 15 (conclusion). Now suppose Ep -li-, A. By Lemmas 18 and 19 
there is an E’ such that E -&pI E’ and Ep =E’ -% A. By the definition of s, 
we have E’ sp A so using Lemma 20 we have E zp E” --+iCp) A for some E”. 
Finally, by Lemma 19 we have E”p = A. 0 
Lemma 15 can be lifted from single actions to sequences of actions. To state the 
result a pseudo-substitution on traces is required: 
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Definition 21. If (ui . . . u,) E Lab* and T C Lab’ then we define (ut . . . u,,,)(p) to be 
the set 
{Zr . ..I. 1Vjj’~ l..m.if uj=ziElab(p) then Hz I’Dxi else Zj=uj} 
and T(p) to be UIETl{~l. 
Note that if t E l(p) and t’ E Z’(p) then tt’ E /Z’(p) and that if 1 E null(p)* then 
s 6 /{PI. 
Lemma 22. Zf Ep --!+ A then 3k E Lab* such that one of the following hold. 
(1) ~F.E~FAA=F~A~E~{~} 
(2) 3F,z$,H,h,m>Q.E L F DzpAz:Pm+’ Edom(p)AH, A HAA=H[$p/x’] 
A IEk(p}.h 
Proof. By induction on 1 using Lemma 15. q 
This has an approximate converse: 
Lemma 23. If E LD F and t E l(p) then Ep AD Fp. 
Proof. By induction on 1. Cl 
The analogue of Lemma 15 for D is as follows. 
Lemma 24. Zf Ep D A then 3j E null(p)’ such that one of the following hold. 
(1) !lF.EL DFr\A=Fp 
(2) IF,z,F,H,m>O.E 2 F D.zFAz:P”‘+‘Edom(p)AH, D HAA=H[pp/x’] 
Proof. Again, we show the result for p such that dam(p) n fv(ran(p)) = { }. 
Definition 25. Let Dp C T2 x T2 be the least relation such that 
(1) EDF+ED,F 
(2) E DzFAz:P~+~ l dom(p)Ap(z)x’D H Ax’nfi(ran(p))={ }+E Dp H[F/x’] 
(3) EL Dp FAuEnull(p) + E Dp F. 
Lemma 26. Zf E -p(p) Dp F then E Dp-&p, F. 
Proof. By induction on derivations of -+B(~). 0 
Now suppose Ep D A. By Lemmas 18 and 19 there is an E’ such that E -,&P, E’ 
and Ep = E’ D A. By the definition of DI, we have E’ Dp A so using Lemma 26 we 
have E D,, E” -ECP) A for some E”. Finally by Lemma 19 we have E”p = A. The 
proof of Lemma 24 is complete. 0 
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Corollary 27. If Ep D n then 3j E null(p)* such that one of the following hold. 
(1) EL DxAx#dom(p) 
(2) 3F,z,?,m>0.ELFDzFAzz:Pm+‘~dom(p)~H,Dx 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 24 and the result for Ep =x, which can be shown 
by considering E -&p) x. 0 
Corollary 28. If Ep Djx A4 then 3j E null(p)* such that one of the following hold. 
(1) 3M’.E- Djx M’~kf’p=M. 
(2) 3z,F,M’,m>O.E LDz~%,z:p~+’ E dam(p) A H, D J;x M’ A M’[Fp/n’] = M 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 24 and the result for Ep =Jix M, which can be 
shown by considering E -;lCp)$x M, 0 
The effects on trace sets and extended trace sets of the various operators can now 
be characterised. 
Lemma 29. If z: P”+’ for some n > 1 and x’ are new then: 
tr(aE) = {al 11 E tr(E)} U {E} 
et(aE) = {aZ,x ) 1,x E et(E)} 
tr(E + F) = tr(E) U tr(F) 
et(E + F) = et(E) U et(F) 
tr(jxA.x:P.E={Z~ . ..Z.Z,+t 1 m 30 A Zm+t E tr(E) A Vi E l..m . Zi, x E et(E)} 
et(jixkc:P.E)={ZI ...Z,Z,n+l,yJ 
ma0 A 1,+1,yEet(E)Ay#xAViE l..m.Zi, xEet(E)} 
tr(z& = {(z, i) I ) I E tr(Ej) A i E 1 _.n} U (E) 
et(z@ = { (z,i)Z,x 1 Z,x E et(E,) A i E 1.~) 
tr(E[F/x]) = tr(E) U {It 1 Z,x E et(E) A t E tr(F)} 
WW’/xl) = {I, Y / L y E et(E) A Y #x} 
U {II’, y 1 Z,x E et(E) A I’, y E et(F)} 
WWUzl) = WNW) 
U {Zt ) 31’3 _ Z’(z, i) E tr(E) A Z E Z’{H/z} A t E tr(H?)} 
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U { l’l”, y 1 31 .3i. l(z, i) E tr(E) A 1’ E l{H/z} 
A I”, y E et(E) A _v $z 2). 
Proof. We show the result for fix ix : P. E and E[H/z]. For the former, and the in- 
clusion 2, suppose that m 3 0, Vi E l..m li,x E et(E) and lm+l E tr(E). We can assume 
without loss of generality that ‘~5. li # E. By the definitions of tr(_), et(-) there exist fi 
for i E I..m + 1 such that 
ViEl..m.E LfiDx and E dF,,l 
By the structured operational semantics of Section 3 (henceforth ‘the SOS’) and 
Lemma 8 part 1 
‘Jig l..m+ 1 ._fixix:P.E LF;[jxi.x:P.E/x]. 
By Lemma 8 part 5 
ViE l..m. jE l..m+ 1 .F;[$xjLx:P.E/x] ~F,[jx2x:P.E/x] 
so jix ,4x :P. E “3’ F,,,, [,jix 2.x : P. E/x] and 11 . . IX+, E tr (fix ;Ix : P . E). If in addi- 
tion F,+i D yfx then by Lemma 8 part 2 F,+l[,fi~l~x:P.E/x] D y so II . ..lm+l._vt 
et($x 1.x : P. E). 
For the inclusion tr(jix h : P. E) C . . , suppose that jix ,4x :P. E 3 Fl 2 Fp 
for some p 3 1. By the SOS there is an El such that E -1111 El and El [fix 2x :P E/x] = 
Fl . By Lemma 8 part 3 for all i E l..p - 1 there exists E,+I such that 
Ei+l [,fi~ 3.x : P E/X] = fi+~ and (E; 2 E,+l V (Ei D x A E !f% &+I)). 
The sequence UI . . . up can then be partitioned into 1 l l,l,+, as required, taking 
m 30 to be the number of occurrences of the second disjunct. For the inclusion 
et(fix 3x :P. E) C . ., suppose also that Fp D y fx. By Lemma 8 part 9 and the SOS 
either Ep D y or Ep D x A E D y. In either case the sequence ~1 . . up can be partitioned 
into 11 . ..l.l,+, as before - in the second taking lm+l = E. 
For E[H/z] the inclusions > follow from Lemmas 23 and 8. The inclusion tr(E[H/z]) 
C . . is immediate from Lemma 22. The inclusion et(E[H/z]) C . . follows from 
Lemma 22 and Corollary 27. Cl 
Definition 30. An equivalence relation ‘v over T2 is a congruence if it is closed under 
k-, i.e. if {M=N:PIM=N} kE=F:P implies that E=F. 
Lemma 31. An equitialence relation z ouer T2 is a congruence $for all x : P, m 3 0, 
z:P”‘+’ and HIP”+‘, ifVi.EiEF; then 
UEI =aF, 
El +EZ=F, +F2 
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fixIx:P.E,=jixJx:P.fi 
zEl . ..E.,,YzFI . ..F. 
El [WI = 6 [WI 
Proof. The left-to-right implication is straightforward. The other can be shown by 
induction on proofs of (A4 = N : P ( M 21 N} F E = F : P that are suitably normalised. 0 
Corollary 32. =t is a congruence. 
Proof. By inspection of Lemma 29 =t satisfies the properties of Lemma 31. q 
Lemma 33. Zf {Ei=fi:PIiEZ} is sound for trace equivalence (=*) then Qi E I. 
Ei =t F;:. 
Proof. Consider an equation Ei = 4 : P. By soundness, for all closing substitutions p we 
have Eip =&p. Taking -Y- = fv(Ei) U fv(F;:) we construct a discriminating substitution 
p with domain Y as follows. Let & be the set of actions occurring in Ei or F;:. We 
take distinct actions a, for each x : P E V and a,i for each z : P”+’ E V, n > 1 and 
i E l..n, ensuring that they are not in &. Then 
p(x) kf ax0 for x:PEY 
p(z) dzf Lyl : P.. . . Ay, : P.azlyl + . . . + a,,y, for z : Pn+l E V. 
Consider the subset of T2 with free variables contained in -Ir and actions contained in 
~2. This is closed under transitions. Letting E,F range over it, by Lemmas 8 and 15: 
(1) VX:PPE.E~~O~EDD 
(2) Qz:P~+‘EV, ~E~..~.E~%AHIIF.E~FAF~=A 
(3) VaEd.EpAA@3F.E%FAFp=A 
These imply that Ei =t Fj. 0 
Remark 34. The fact that Act is infinite is required for this result. If, for example, 
Act={al,...,a,} andEdzfjixAx:P.arx+ . . . a,x then E =y+E : P is sound for =@ but 
E zt y + E. This contrasts with the analogous result for bisimulation [29, Theorem 71 
which requires only nonempty Act. 
4. Loop properties 
To show the main nonaxiomatisability result (Theorem 5) we need, for any finite 
set d of sound equations, to exhibit an n > 1 such that jix ;Ir : P . ax =jix Ix : P . a”x is 
not provable from d. This is done by constructing a family of congruences over T2, 
each of which does not contain some of these equalities, such that any 6’ lies within 
one of the family. We first define a rather intensional property of elements of T2, their 
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sets of loops, and character&e the loops of a compound expression in terms of the 
loops, traces and extended traces of its subexpressions. We then define relations =,v 
over T*, indexed by sets N of non-zero natural numbers containing 1, show that if N 
is multiplication-closed then each =t n =N is a congruence and prove the theorem. 
Notation 35. We let U range over subsets of Act and write 2 for (IJ,,, 5)‘. 
Definition 36. loops,, E def {I 11 E Uf A 3F. E -% F L F}. 
Remark 37. This definition is intensional in that it refers to equality of terms in T*. 
In general it gives a proper subset of the ‘semantic U-loops’ {I 1 I E U+ A V’n b 1 .3F. 
EA LF} ofE. 
The set loops, E is clearly closed under cyclic permutation, where 1 =TOt 1’ 9 311, 
12.1= 1112 A 1’ = 1211 and for T & Lab’ the cyclic permutation closure of T is T”’ d&f 
{113Z’~T.Z=,,1’}. 
We now characterise the effects of the various operators on loop sets, in 
Lemmas 38, 42 and 43. The proofs of these are essentially a refinement of the trace 
part of Lemma 29. 
Lemma 38. If z : P”+’ for some n 2 1 then 
loops,a E = loops, E ifa E U 
0 otherwise 
loops, E + F = loops, E U loopsu F 
loops,jix 3,x : P . E 
=l~~p~,Eu{Z,...I,~q~lr?ViEl..q.E~ DxA~~EU+}“’ 
loops, zE, . ..E.,=U{loop~~,E~~iEl..nAziEU} 
Proof. We show the inclusion C for jix ix : P . E. The following fact, allowing certain 
subexpressions to be ‘pulled back’ along transitions, is required. 
Lemma 39. If E ---!+ F = C[G/y], x E fv(F), x $!fi(G) and y E fV(C) then there is 
some D such that E = D[G/y] and y E fv(D). 
Proof. By induction on I, with the base case I= u by induction on the derivation of 
E&F. Cl 
Now consider a loop I= up+1 . . . up+q E loops,jx Ix :P . E due to the transitions 
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for some p, q 2 1 and all Ui E U. By the SOS there is an El such that E -% El and 
E~[$xkc:P.E/x]=F~. By Lemma 8 part 3 Vi~l..p+q- 1.3Ei+l.E~+1[j~kt:P. 
E/X] =fl+l A (Ei % Ei+l V (EiDx A E%Ei+l)). If x @ fV(Ep+q) then E 2 Ep+q = 
Fp L Fp so 1 E loops, E. If instead x l fv(&,+~) then by Lemma 8 parts 7, 8 
XE fi(E,). We now show that 4 =E&. Suppose not, then as E,[$x;Ix: P.E/x] = 
Epfq @x Ix : P . E/x] th ere must be a subexpression jix Ix : P . E of at least one of Ep and 
,?$+q_ By Lemma 39 this must also be a subexpression of E, which is a contradiction, 
SO .?$ = Ep+. NOW if Vi E p..p + q - 1 . Ei 2 Ei+l then 1 E loops, E. Otherwise there 
exists some i E p..p+q- 1 such that Ei D xAE 2 Ei+l. The sequence Ui+r *. .Up+qUp+l 
. . .q can then be partitioned into 11 . . . lq such that Vi E l..q E L D x as required. Cl 
Remark 40. Lemma 39 is required as the operation of applying the substitution 
[Jix /zx : P . E/x] does not have a strong inverse property, even on the 
derivatives of E. For example consider E *ef ax +jix ;ly : P .Jix kc : P ax + y, which 
has transitions E -% x and E -% fix Ax: P. E. We have x[jixk : P. E/x] = 
(jix~x:P.E)[jx~x:P.E/x] but xffixAx1P.E. 
We now characterise the loops of a substituted term, first for a substitution at type 
P and then for a substitution at type P “+*. The following lemma is required. 
Lemma 41. If I E loops, E then there exist a term $x Ax : P. F, a q 2 1 and li E U+ 
for iEl..q such that Es D$xk:P.F, I=,t11...14 and!fi.F-!!+ Dx. 
Proof. Induction on E using Lemma 38. 0 
Lemma 42. For y : P ifE 5 D y then loops, E[G/y] = (loops, E) U (loops, G) else 
loops, E[G,‘y] = loops, E. 
Proof. The inclusions 2 follow from Lemma 8. For the inclusions C, suppose that 
Z~loops,E[G/y]. Applying Lemma 41, E[G/y]z D$xAx:P.F. By Lemma 8 part 
3 either EL DE’AE’[G/~] Djx2x:P.F or Ez DyAG% DjxLx1P.F. In 
the latter case 1 E loops,G. In the former then by Corollary 28 either E’ D $x1x : P . E” 
A E”[G/y] = F or E’ D y A G D$x Ax : P. F. Again, in the latter case 1 E loops,G. In 
the former Vi E 1 ..q . E” L D x (as we can ensure by alpha conversion that x 6 i%(G)) 
so 1 E loops,E. 0 
Lemma 43. If z : P”+’ E fv(E), H : P”+‘, n 2 1 and x’ are distinct variables of type P 
not in fv(H) then ifE 2% 
loops, E[H/z] = loops, Hx’u u {U* 17 I{H/z}“’ ) I E loops,, E} 
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otherwise 
loops, E[H/z] = u {u* n z{H/z}rOf 1 1 E loops,, E} 
where U’ dAf (U - {zl ,..., zn})U{ziI3tEli”.H~~Dxi}. 
Proof. C: As in Lemma 42, we show that any loop of E[H/z] arises from an oc- 
currence of ,jix in E (Case 1.1 below) or H (Cases 1.2 and 2.1 below). Suppose 
2 E loops, E[H/z]. By Lemma 41 there exist jix ix : P. F, t E U*, q > 1 and Zi E U+ for 
iEl..qsuchthatEAD$x/Zx:P.F, I=,,tZr...1,andVi.FLDx.ByLemma22 
and Corollary 28 there exist k, h E Lab*, j E null(p)*, E’, H’,J?, i such that one of the 
following hold: 
1.1. EA-I,DjixAx:P.E’Mk{H/z}AE’[H/z]=F 
1.2. EL ~Dz~At~k{H/z}AHx’DfixAx:P.H’AH’[~[H/z]/x’]=F 
2.1. E~Dz&/ttk{H/z}~hAH’ x A Dfix 3.x : P. H’ A H’[,?[H/z]/x’] = F 
2.2. E~DzEAttk{H/z}~hAHx’dDx~AEi[H/z]DfixAx:P.F 
Case 2.2 reduces to Case 1.1 or 1.2, as E 5 zEi and, as Hx’ADx,, t~(k(z,i)) 
{H/z}. In Cases 1.2 and 2.1 we can assume (by alpha conversion) that x is not free 
in H or E so ‘di E 1.. q. H’ -fb Dx and I E loops, Hx’ (noting that as t E U” we have 
h E U*). It is straightforward to check that kj E U’* (resp. that k E U’*) so E 5 5. 
In Case 1.1 kj E U’* similarly. By Lemma 22, as Vi E 1.. q . E’[H/z] A D x, 3k, E Lab* 
such that one of the following hold. 
1. 3F;.E’~F;AF;[H/z]DxAliEk,{Hlz} 
Case 2 reduces to 1, as by Corollary 27 3p .H, Dx, AC,[H/z] Dx (as null(E[H/z]/x’) 
is empty and x@fv(H)) hence E' A zep, Hx’LDx, and Zi l (ki(z,p)){H/z}. 
Considering Case 1 only, therefore, by Corollary 27 3j, E null(H/z)*. F; A Dx 
(the other clause of Corollary 27 is ruled out by x $ fv(H)) so Vi. E’ A -& Dx. As 
(kljl . k4j4) E U’* we have (kljl . . k4jq) E loops,, E. NOW I, E (kiji){H/z} SO II I, 
E (kl jl . . . kqjq){H/z} so 1 E (kljl . . . k,j,){H/z). 
2: Suppose E 3 A and 1 E loops, Hx’, i.e. 3, t’ E U”, G. E 4 -% A H..i L G 
LG. We can assume without loss of generality that t does not contain any zi, then by 
Lemma 8 part 10 3g.E 5 DZI? and by parts 1, 2 E[H/z] A D(H.?)[E[H/z]/x’]. By 
Lemma 8 part 1 (Hx’j[E[H/z]/x’] L L G[E[H/ z x -1, G[,!?[H/z]/,<] so by Lemma 8 ]/‘I
part 5 3E’ E[H/z] 2 E’ -!-+ E’ and as t, t’, I E iJ* we have I E loops, E[H/z]. 
Suppose I’ =rOt 11 . . I, E (ul . .u,){H/z}, 1’ E U’ and ur . uq E loops,, E. From the 
latter we have 3 E U’*, F , E &F “2 F and ur . . uq E U’“. The definition of U’ 
1’ 
ensures that t{H/z} n U* is nonempty ~ say it contains t’. By Lemma 23 E[H/z] + 
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DF[H/z] and 3G .F[H/ z 3 G D F[H/z] so by Lemma 8 part 5 1’ E loops, E[H/z]. ] 
cl 
Definition 44. If N is a set of non-zero natural numbers containing 1 then 
E g,F ti QU~Lab.Ql~loops,E.3n~N.l”EloopsuF. 
Note that if N & N’ then GN & GN, and that if N is closed under multiplication then 
<,v is a preorder. We then write =N for the equivalence <N f-l <il. 
Lemma 45. Ifx:P, m>O, z:Pm”, H:Pmi’, Qi.Ei=,fi andQi.Ei <Nfi then 
El i-E2 GNU +F2 
jixilx:P.E, <N$xk:P.fi 
zE1 . ..E.,, <NzF~ ...F. 
EI W/z1 <N 4 [ff/zl 
Proof. The result for a_, _ +- and z_ follows from Lemma 38. For jix Ix : P. _, sup- 
pose 1 E loops, jix Ix : P . El. By Lemma 38 either I E loops, El or I =rot 11 . . . I, A Vi E 
1,. q . El -!h Dx. In the first case, as El <AI FI, there is n EN such that I” E loops, FI 
and by Lemma 38 I” E loops, jix Ax : P. Fl . In the second case, as et(Ei ) =et(Fi ), Vi. FI 
A D x so by Lemma 38 1 E loops, jx 1x : P. FI . This suffices as by assumption 1 EN. 
For the _ [H/z] case, by Lemma 13 z E fv(El) HZ E fv(F~). If z $! fv(E~) the result is 
trivial. Suppose otherwise and consider I E loops, E[H/z]. If z : P then by Lemma 42 
either I E loops, E or 1 E loops, H A El 2 D z. In the first case, as El <N Fl, there 
is n EN such that 1” E loops, FI and by Lemma 42 I” f loops, FI [H/z]. In the second 
case, as et(Ei) = et(Fi ), Fl 5 D z so by Lemma 42 I’ E loops, FI [H/z]. 
If z: P”+’ for some n, > 1 then by Lemma 43 either 1 E loops, Hx’r\ El -% % or 
I =rot I, . . . I, E (2~ . . . u,){H/z} for some ui . . . uq E loops,, El. In the first case, as tr(El ) 
= tr(Fr ), F, --% 3 so by Lemma 43 I E loops, Fl [H/z]. In the second, as El <N FI, 
there is n EN such that (ui . . . q,)n E loopsU, F,. As I” =rot (Ii . . . Z,r E (zq . . .z+)“{H/z} 
it follows that I” E loops,, Fl[H/z]. 0 
Corollary 46. If N is closed under multiplication then =t II =N is a congruence. 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 32, Lemmas 45 and 3 1. 0 
Any sound equation lies within <N for a finite N: 
Lemma 47. If E =t F then E <(1 ,..., 1~1) F. 
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Proof. If I E loops, E then there are t E U* and E’ such that E 2 E’ --!-+ E’, hence 
for all q > 1 we have tP E tr(E). Putting q = IFI this implies that tZIFl E tr(F), so there 
exist F;: for i E 0.. IFI such that F 5 Fo L Fl -!-+ Fz . . . L FlFl. At least two of the 
I$ for i E 0.. IFI must be equal, so for some n E 1.. IF/ we have I” E loopsU F. 0 
The main theorem can now be proved. 
Proof (of Theorem 5). Suppose N is an equivalence over the closed y-expressions that 
is finer than (or identical to) trace equivalence and d = {Ei = fi : P 1 i E I} is a finite set 
of typed equations with Ei,F;: E T2 that is sound for N. It follows that d is sound for 
trace equivalence (=@), so by Lemma 33 Vi ~1. Ei =tF;:. Let n =max&, {IEJ, lfi;:I}, 
let N be the multiplication-closure of { 1,. . . , n} and p the smallest prime strictly 
greater than n. By Lemma 47 Vi E I. Ei =N 4 and by Corollary 46, if 6 1 E = F : P 
then E =N F. 
Now N contains no multiples of p so jix ix : P. ax #N jx Ax : P. apx, hence if for 
all q> 1 ,ux ax II px dx then d cannot be complete for Z. 0 
5. Star expressions 
Finite state systems have also been described using calculi with a unary or binary 
iteration operator in place of explicit recursion, such as the *-expressions given by 
E::=clOll IE+EIE.EIE* IE*E 
where c ranges over some set & of actions. We include both the binary iteration E*F 
of Kleene [16], representing zero or more iterations of E followed by one of F, and 
the unary iteration E’ introduced in [12], representing zero or more iterations of E. 
The results of Sections 3 and 4 can be applied to give simple proofs of non- 
finite-axiomatisability of a range of equivalences over a range of subcalculi of the 
*-expressions. We first recall some standard definitions, defining bisimulation, a trace 
congruence and language equivalence over the *-expressions via a labelled transition 
system equipped with a ‘successful termination’ predicate. 
Definition 48. The relations & for c E .sl and predicate J are the least over the 
*-expressions such that 
E&E’ 
and sym. EJ 
E+FLE’ E+FJ 
and sym. 
E&E’ Ed F&F’ EJFJ 
E.F-f-+E’.F E.FAF’ E.FJ 
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EC-E’ 
E* -&E’.E’ 
E*J 
E&E’ F&F’ Fd 
E*F -% E’ . (E*F) E*F -% F’ E*FJ’ 
Note that there are no rules for 0. We s, t range over d’. For IZ > 1 we define 
c n+l = c. (c”) and c’ = c. 
Definition 49. Bisimulation, written -, is the largest relation over the *-expressions 
such that if EN F then for all c E d 
. IfE&E’ then ~F’.FLF’AE’NF’. 
b If F&F' then 3Et.EAE’AE’~F’. 
.EJ&F,,‘. 
Definition 50. The trace set and terminated trace set of a *-expression E are the 
subsets of G?* 
Two *-expressions E, F are trace congruent, written E = t F, if they have the same 
traces and terminated traces. 
Definition 51. Two *-expressions E, F are language equivalent, written E =I F, if they 
have the same traces. 
A variety of subcalculi of *-expressions have been discussed in the literature with 
differing notation. For reference we include a little table: 
C 0 1 + . _* _*_ 
C A V * _ u21 
c 0 1 + * _ [ll, 171 
C 4 + 
* 
_ WI 
C E + BPAE as in [21] 
c + * BPA* as in [5, 141 
C 6 + 
* 
- - BPA,* as in [5, 14, 131 
The cited work is variously concerned with algebras satisfying certain axioms or with 
particular models. We therefore need to state carefully exactly what the above cor- 
respondences are, For the first three lines the common expressions denote the same 
language in the standard interpretation (except that in [12] E* does not necessarily 
contain the empty word) as follows. 
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Definition 52. The language denoted by a *-expression E is lang(E), where 
lang(c) Ef {c} 
lang(0) kf { } 
lang( 1) kf {E} 
lang(E + F) def lang(E) U lang(F) 
lang(E F) def {st ( s E lang(E) A t E lang(F)} 
lang(E*)~f{.s1...~,]m30AtiiE1..m.~I~lang(E)} 
lang(E*F) dAf {st . ..s.t~tElang(F)Am3OA~‘i~1..m.s,~lang(E)} 
Lemma 53. lang(E) = tt(E). 
Proof. Straightforward. q 
For the last three lines bisimulation as defined above agrees with the definitions in 
the cited work, as follows. For terms of l,c, +, the transition system and bisimula- 
tion coincide with the transition system and bisimulation % of [24, Section 6.3.11 
for BPA’ (identifying 1 and E). As discussed there it differs from the original BPA” 
semantics of [33]. The transition system differs from the semantics of [5, 141 for terms 
of 0, c, f, ‘, *, where predicates 5 ,/ are used instead of J. However, bisimulation 
coincides with the bisimulation H over BPA,* (identifying 0 and 6) defined therein, 
Proposition 54. N c =t C = 1, 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
An equation over the *-expressions is simply a pair of *-expressions. If d is a set of 
equations we write 8 t E = F if E = F is derivable using the rules in Fig. 3 augmented 
with the rule 
(E=F)E& 
E=F 
ax. 
Note that k allows substitution of terms for actions, as is usual when dealing with 
regular expressions but in contrast to the situation for p-expressions. 
Definition 55. A relation over the *-expressions is a congruence if it is closed under t. 
Proposition 56. Bisimulation (-), trace congruence (=t) and language equivalence 
(= 1) are all congruences. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
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E=E ref 
E=F 
F=E sym 
E=F 
E[G/c] = F[G/c] mb 
E=F F=G 
E=G 
tran 
E=F E’=F’ E=F E’=F’ 
E+E’=F+F’ +‘Ong E.E,=F.F, ’ ‘Ong 
E=F 
Es =Fs * ‘Ong 
E=F E’=F’. 
E*E’ = F*F’ 
tong 
Fig. 3. Congruence rules for *-expressions. 
To apply the results of Sections 3 and 4 to show non-finite-axiomatisability over 
subcalculi of the *-expressions we first note that the *-expressions can be faithfully 
embedded into our lambda calculus, encoding sequential composition using function 
composition at type P --+ P. 
Definition 57. We identify &’ with {c 1 c : P -+ P E Var} and take the map i-1 from 
*-expressions to lambda calculus terms of type P -+ P to be 
[c]kf C 
[o]~ffx:P.o 
[l]~ffx:P.x 
[E + F] gf lx : P. ([Ejx) + ([FIX) 
[E . F] kf Ix : P. [Ej([F]x) 
[E*]~ffx:P.jx;ly:P.x+([E]y) 
[E*F] gf Ix : P .jix ly : P. ([FIX) + ([E]y) 
Trace congruence of *-expressions coincides with that defined over T2, as follows. 
Fixing some x : P E Var: 
Lemma 58. E =t F ifs [E&C =t [FIX. 
Proof. The following can be shown by routine inductions, using Lemma 8. 
(1) EJH[E]xDx 
(2) E -% E’ + I[E]x 5 [E’]x 
(3) [[EDx~A~3E’.E~E’A~EE’Bx=A. 
These imply that cl . . . c, E tr(E) M (cl, 1) . . . (c,, 1) E tr([E]x) and that cl . . . c,,, Ott 
H (cl, 1) . . . (c,, l), x E et([E]x). 0 
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Embedding a set of equations by 
the embedding respects provability. 
Lemma 59. Zf d k E = F then [&$‘I I- [E]x = [F&X : P. 
Proof. By induction on proofs, using the fact that [E[F/c]]=[E][[F]/c] in the sub 
case. q 
Lemma 60. Zf8={Ei=F;~iiE} is a finite set of equations between *-expressions 
with Vi E I. Ei =t Fi then there is some N C N, closed under multiplication and con- 
taining 1, such that YE, F . (6’ F E = F) + [Ejx =n [[FIX and there is some p 3 1 that 
is not a factor of any n EN. 
Proof. Let n = max UiEI { l[Ei]xl, I[F;:]xl}, let N be the multiplication-closure of { 1, . , n} 
and p the smallest prime strictly greater than n. By Lemma 58 Vi E I. IIELlx zt [[FIX 
so by Lemma 47 Vi E I. [Ei]X =N [E;;]x. Now suppose & t E = F. By Lemma 59 [8’] F 
[Ejx = [FIX : P so by Corollary 46 I[Ejx =n [FIX. 0 
Theorem 61. Zf z is an equivalence over a subcalculus of *-expressions that is closed 
under O,c, . and either * or * and Y lies between trace congruence and bisimulation 
then there is no finite axiomatisation for CL 
Proof. Consider a finite set d of equations that is sound for E (and hence sound for 
=r). Take N and p as given by Lemma 60 and consider the relevant pair of terms 
below. 
E, = (cp)* .O fi =c*.o 
E2 = (cp)*O F2 = c*O 
We have El -fi and E2 NF~, hence El 2 Fl (resp. E2 N Fz). NOW [Eijx=[E2jx = 
fix Ay : P. 0 + cpy and [fi]x = [F2]x =Jix iy : P. 0 + cy. These do not lie in =N so by 
Lemma 60 E1 = FI (resp. E2 = Fz) is not provable from 8. q 
Theorem 62. There is no finite axiomatisation for trace congruence over any subcal- 
culus of *-expressions that is closed under c,+; and either * or *. 
Proof. Consider a finite set d of equations that is sound for =t. Take N and p as 
given by Lemma 60 and consider the relevant pair of terms below. 
E3 = (cP)* . (c + . . + d-‘) F3 =c*.c 
E4 =(cp)*(c+ . . +c@) F4 = c*c 
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We have E3 =t F3 and E4 =t F4. Now [E~]x = [E4]x =jx 2y : P. (cc + . . +cP-‘n) + cpy 
and [Fsjx = [F~]x =jx ly : P. cx + cy. These do not lie in =N so by Lemma 60 Es = F3 
(resp. Ed = F4) is not provable from b. q 
Theorem 61 implies that there is no finite axiomatisation for bisimulation over BPA;, 
in sharp constrast to the following positive result of Fokkink and Zantema. 
Theorem 63 (Fokkink and Zantema [14]). The axioms below are sound and complete 
for bisimulation over BPA’, i.e. over expressions of c, i-, ., l : 
c+d=d+c, (c.d).e=c.(d-e), 
(c+d)+e=c+(d+e), c . (c*d) + d = c’d, 
c+c=c, c*(d . e) = (c*d) . e, 
(c+d).e=c.e+d.e, c*(d . ((c + d)*e) + e) = (c + d)*e. 
6. Discussion 
In this section we give a brief overview of some previous work and mention some 
possible generalisations. The overview is far from exhaustive, in particular excluding 
work using infinitary rules (such as the Approximation Induction Principle of ACP 
and w-induction), work on the axiomatisation of partial orders, on equivalences strictly 
between trace congruence and bisimulation, on calculi with parallel composition or on 
infinite state calculi. This leaves a substantial literature dealing with axiomatisation of 
equivalences over calculi denoting finite state machines. A part of it is summarised 
in Fig. 4, classified by the equivalence, calculus and strength of logic addressed and 
labelled J (resp. x) if finite complete systems are given (resp. shown not to exist). 
Care must be taken when interpreting the figure as there are differing definitions, in 
particular of the calculi of x-expressions and of language and trace equivalences. Results 
without citations are those of this paper. Results labelled [29] were also announced 
in [28]. The figure is not intended to imply that all vertices have equal interest. 
The first negative result, that language equivalence of *-expressions is not finitely 
equationally axiomatisable, was apparently given in an incomplete form by Redko [25] 
and Salomaa and later completed by Pilling. Three proofs are given by Conway [l I]. 
Salomaa gave a finite impure Horn clause axiomatisation in [26], using the implication 
E=E.F+GAs@lang(F’) --+ E=G.F* 
which asserts the uniqueness of certain fixed points. Similar axiomatisations have been 
given for a number of equivalences over p-expressions. The figure shows that of 
Milner for bisimulation [ 191, using an implication reproduced in Section 1, and that 
of Rabinovich for trace congruence [24]; there are also results by Milner for weak 
bisimulation congruence [20] and van Glabbeek for branching bisimulation congruence 
[3 l] and divergence bisimulation [32]. 
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Fig. 4. Finite axmnatisability results. 
Finite pure Horn clause axiomatisations have been given for language equivalence 
of *-expressions by Arkhangelskii and Gorshkov [4], Boffa [lo], Krob [18] and Kozen 
[ 171. A finite pure Horn clause axiomatisation for bisimulation of p-expressions has 
been given by Bloom and &sik [8], using an implication reproduced in Section 1. 
Finite equational axiomatisations have been given by Yanov for language equivalence 
of the *-expressions whose languages contain the empty word [34] and by Fokkink 
and Zantema for bisimulation of the subcalculus of *-expressions without zero, unit or 
unary * [14]. 
The nonexistence of finite equational axiomatisations for bisimulation was shown by 
the author for p-expressions and for subcalculi of *-expressions containing zero [29, 
281. 
Various infinite but simple equational axiomatisations have been given, e.g. for lan- 
guage equivalence of *-expressions by Conway [l l] and Krob [18], in the general 
setting of iteration theories by Bloom, ksik and Taubner [6, 7, 93 and for bisimulation 
of p-expression by the author [29]. 
6.1. Other signatures 
Our non-axiomatisability result for p-expressions (Theorem 5) is weaker than might 
be desired, in that the typed equations considered do not contain variables ranging over 
actions. The signature of the lambda calculus used could be modified slightly, adding 
a base type A of actions and taking constants 
0:P 
a:A for each aEAct 
.:A+P+P 
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+:p--+p-+p 
jix:(P-+P)--,P. 
We conjecture that the proof of Theorem 5 could be adapted to this signature without 
essential difficulty. This signature also allows the statement of non-axiomatisability 
results about equivalences that abstract from a distinguished action z E Act, such as the 
weak bisimulation congruence of [20]. We conjecture that the proof could be adapted 
to these at the cost of some uninteresting complications. 
More generally, one might consider an arbitrary signature of first order constants 
together with jix : (B --f B) --+ B for some base types B. The first order transition system 
of Section 3 could be adapted by treating constants in the same way as variables, e.g. 
by replacing the rules for prefix and sum by 
c:Pnil ECon iE l,...,n 
CJ%Ei 
This would simplify the technical results of Section 3. For the signature of Section 2 
the original transition relations can be recovered from the new, with e.g. the original 
al 
5 equal to the new (2 u 2)’ -. 
6.2. Relative axiomatisability 
Questions of axiomatisability can be sharpened by considering whether one equiva- 
lence is finitely equationally axiomatisable relative to another, i.e. whether, for equiv- 
alences ~1 and ~2, there is a finite set of equations that together with the implication 
E y1 F+E=F 
are sound and complete for ~2. The author showed in [29] that for the p-expressions 
bisimulation is axiomatisable relative to infinite term equality (the equality induced by 
unwinding recursions to give infinite trees), with the equations 
E+(F+G)=(E+F)+G, 
E+F=F+E, E+O=E, E+E=E 
and that weak bisimulation congruence is axiomatisable relative to bisimulation, with 
the equations 
P(E + ay)[WF + WY] = PM + KY + WbyF + WYI, 
PG + ~YUY F + G/r1 = P(E + zy + WWF + G/YI> 
apxE=apxE + LX. 
These are presented as schemas over p-expressions, but are expressible as typed equa- 
tions in the signature of Section 6.1. 
Whether trace congruence or language equivalence are axiomatisable relative to 
bisimulation remains, to the best of the author’s knowledge, open. 
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6.3. Equational axiomatisability over *-expressions 
The results for finite equational axiomatisability over subcalculi of *-expressions 
show a delicate interaction between the equivalence and the expressiveness of the 
subcalculus. This is depicted in Fig. 5, in which each vertex is labelled with a subset 
of (0, 1, *, *} and denotes the subcalculus of *-expressions closed under those operators 
and also under ., + and c for c E &. Some of the operators (0, l,*, *} are inter- 
definable (up to bisimulation), in particular E*F - E” . F, E* - E*l and 1 - 0’. This 
is indicated by double lines joining the equivalent subcalculi. The finite equational 
axiomatisability results of each subcalculus are shown to the right of its vertex. The 
results shown are consequences of Theorem 61 (for all equivalences between trace 
congruence and bisimulation), Theorem 62 (for trace congruence), the theorem of [ 11, 
p. 1061 (for language equivalence) and the positive result of [14] (for bisimulation) 
reproduced as Theorem 63. 
The figure does not show positive results by Yanov [34] for language equivalence 
of the *-expressions whose languages contain the empty word, Fokkink [ 131 for bisim- 
ulation over MPA,*, i.e. the subcalculus 
E::=O(c.E(E+E(c*E, 
by Aceto and Ingolfsdottir [3] for weak bisimulation congruence over MPAb+ and by 
Aceto et al. [I] for a number of congruences that abstract from internal actions. 
Finally, in [2] Aceto et al. have shown that equivalences between ready simulation 
and completed trace equivalence are not finitely axiomatisable over BPA*. 
The most interesting open problem seems to be that of finding a single non- 
axiomatisability proof for all equivalences between language equivalence and bisim- 
ulation, for the back face of the cube. A possible approach might be to consider the 
normed U-loops of E E T2, i.e. (2 \3F,x. E -% F --!-+ F 5 D x}. 
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